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Law (Fundamentals &
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The Information Technology Act
(IT Act)
Information Technology Act (IT
Act) in India
Extent and Application of the IT
Act
IT Act does not apply to?
Challenges in Cyber Space
Case studies in cyberlaw
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Definition in Cyber Law
Definition of Cyber Crimes
Difference between Civil Wrongs
and Criminal Offences under the IT
Act, 2000 10
Definitions as per the IT Act of
‘computer’, ‘computer network’,
‘computer resource’, ‘computer
system’, ‘data’, ‘electronic form’,
‘electronic record’, and
‘information
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Cyber law One Pager Free Version
Cyber Crimes are Crime’s carried out by the use of cyber space (unlawful acts
carried out with or without the use of internet) which consists of virtual and
physical infrastructures that governs the entire cyber space. With the advent of
Information and Communications Technology (ICT), the globe that had appeared
to be massive once, has now shrunk to a size, which is reachable by one’s
fingertips. The use of Internet and the creation of World Wide Web have been a
tipping point and have opened floodgates for mass scale development that was a
distant dream for human beings. Of all the wonderful revolutions that the universe
has adopted and transformed itself into, the revolution brought about by the
Information and Technology and its exponential growth has proved to be of a
colossal proportion the advantage and the dynamics of which is enjoyed by the
networking netizens all around the globe. Never ever had mankind encountered
such a stupendous exposition to a hub of knowledge and seamless connectivity
with the entire human race, which has annihilated the geographical boundaries
that once were looked upon as hindrance for growth and developmen t.
Using the same technological advancement, cyber crooks are targeting
individuals, their tangible and in-tangible properties and also directing attacks on
Governments and their infrastructure, which has caused many economies to bleed
profusely. Though we have catapulted from Stone Age to Phone Age, the
challenges posed by this advent are of distinct nature and is proving to be a
nightmare for law enforcers all-round the globe.

The shift from E-commerce to M-commerce (Mobile commerce) will
have its own diabolic propensity for E-criminals.

Cyber Crime usually has an impact on three things
close to us – Identity, Privacy and Finances. A unique feature of
cybercrime is that the consequences aren’t ’‘visible’ instantaneously as
with other forms of crimes like murder, burglary, kidnapping, etc. Also,
the time interval between the occurrence of the crime and the victim’s
realization can sometimes be so long as to eliminate all possibilities of

collecting appropriate evidence. Protecting the Privacy of both an
Individual’s identity and his Data are yet to be factored in and needs
to be invigorated to its fullest secured levels.
Remember: Ignorance of Law is Not an Excuse!

For the same reason Helik Advisory Limited has come up with an
innovative Online Virtual School of Forensic & Allied Studies. The
very concepts of these innovative Online Virtual School of Forensic &
Allied Studies were conceived keeping in mind to provide the best
knowledge in field of Forensic to very common man.

There will focused study materials in each topic prepared by
highly qualified forensic experts with years of experience in the field
of Forensic in Govt. FSL and who have stood in courts as Expert
Witness, Real time crime cases handled in Govt. Forensic Lab will be
discussed. After completion of the module, there would be questionanswers based on the module and a Certificate of Achievement would
be issued to a participant passing with minimum 50% in the test.

The certificate from Helik Advisory Ltd and ICI would be of
great value for jobs as well as added knowledge value giving insight of
real time crime cases. All the activities are monitored and guided by
the eminent and renowned Forensic Scientists Dr. (Mrs.) Rukmani
Krishnamurthy, and Dr.S.K.Shukla having more than 35 years of
experience in Govt. FSL.
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